BRB [Be Right Back] Flip-Top Student Desk, Organic Top

**MATERIALS**
- Worksurface: Particleboard core, HPL with PVC edgeband
- Legs and Beam: Tubular steel finished with silver powder-coated paint
- Connectors: Charcoal plastic with through-body color
- Standard Locking Casters: Grey nylon, dual-wheel

**WORKSURFACE**
- Wilsonart or Pionite high-pressure laminate (HPL)
- Standard PVC edgeband colors:
  - 02
  - 12
  - 08
  - 04
  - 06
  - 01
  - 11
  - 10

**FEATURES**
- Standard organic kidney shape with beveled edge offers a unique user curve shape for optimal comfort.
- Flip-top feature is easily activated via push-button mechanism.
- Staggered leg design offers straight line nesting and efficient storage capabilities. A line of 10 desks can be stored within 60” of space.
- Locking casters balance needs for mobile flexibility and constraint within the classroom environment.
- Includes connected modesty panel for privacy.
- Includes a book rack for individual storage needs.

**OPTIONS**
- Ganging Option
  - Steel brackets, 2-piece

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Model No: BRB - 2702
- Standard Organic Shape: 27.6”w x 19.7”d (only available with grey HPL and Charcoal edge)
- Desk Height: 29”h